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ABITRACT
A. statistical approach to sound propakativa is considered
In situations where, due to the presence of lame pradients of
properties of the medium, the classical (deterministic) treatment
of wave motion is inadequate. Mathematical methods for wave
motions not restricted to small wavelengths (anulo p jus to known
methods of quantum mechanics) are used to fe,mulate a wave theory
of sound in nonuniform flows. Nonlinear transport equations for
field probabilities are derived for the limiting case of noninter-
acting sound waves and it is postulated that such transport
equations, appropriatly zeneralized, may be used to predict the
statistical beh,-,vior of sound in arbitrary flows.
* Presented at the Seventh International Symposium on Nonlinear
Acoustics, Virgins: polytechnic Institute and State University,
Virginia, Aug. 19-21, 1976.
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1. Xtl1'PAILIL?f_.TIOI1
In this work we address ourselves to the nonclassical treat-
ment of sound as a wave phenomenon. By "nonclassical treatment"
we shall mean an anal ysis based on mathematical methods developed
for the description of quantum systems in cases where wave proper-
ties change appreciably over one wavelength. The objectives of
this paper are to formulate a quantum-like stochastic theory of
sound of arbitrat-y intensity Propagating throu gh a perfect gas
In an arl,itrary irrotational flow.
A classical approach to wave analysis is valid only if
I`XI<<I, where I - wavelength. Acoustics of inhomugeneous moving
fluids concerns itself usually with the zero-wavelength approxi-
mation, V - 0. An extension of the classical approach in the
spirit of the WKB (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin) approximation,
Kentzer (1475a), resulted in a dispersion relation valid for small
but not necessarily negligible wavelength. However, situations
where JUXI - 0(1) are not uncommon in high speed flows. This
may be demonstrated on the basis of a plane wave propagating through
a fluid which moves with velocity U. If the speed of sound is a,
then the frequency is w - (U+a)k and we have along the wave tra-
jectory (here k
	
2nr/1 *. wavenumber)
	
dk	 No a	 2	 dx ?A
	
dt	 ax	 5x - ' dt	 8k
so that, in this case,
da .a 
D fV+a).dx U+a 8x' -
Thus the gradient of wavelength is equal to the fractional change
in the propagation velocity, ftn), occurring over one wavelength.
Therefore a cic sical approach is valid if a<<J(U+a)/V(U+a)'.
There are many applications, especially in the field of nerodvnnmic
noise, where this inequality is violated. For example, when a sound
wave propagates upstream a small change in (U-a) may produce a large
fractional change in (U-a) especially when U `,, a or at near-sonic
conditions. Another situation demanding nonclassical treatment is
one in which sound propa gates across uoundary layers or shear layers,
fo. then 311/ax is large. A very special situation arises in turbu-
lent flows where, due to the "graininess" of the med 4.um , aU/3x is
very large almost everywhere and may change sign several times in
the distance of one wavelength. When vorticity or entropy gradients
are present, one must consider a more general theory which would
Include the interactions of acoustic waves with vorticity and entro=-
py waves. Such a theory, based on the full Navier-Stokes equations
of fluid mechanics, was developed by kentzer (1975b).
In this paper we limit ourselves to sound propagating through
arbitrary potential (irrotational) flows of a perfect gas. The
organization of the paper is as follows. First, we determine the
normal modes of the linear part of the equation for the fluctuations
around the instantaneous local mean flow, Sec. II. The normal modes,
which form a doubly infinite set of orthogonal basis vectors, are
used to form an integral representation of the solution of the non-
linear equation. The exact nonlinear e quation is satisfied only
locally on the average under the assumption tf,at the phase of the
fluctuations is a random function. Such a function is then modelled
so as to preserve a wave-particle duality. A complex characteristic
function tP is introduced in Sec. III, and an equation in the form
of a nonlinear, convective and dissipative Schrodinger equation for
the characteristic functions is derived treating local mean flow
conditions as constant. Th y Schrodinger-type equation is then
recast in Sec. IV hack into a hydrodynamic form by Madelung's
transformation in which the new dependent variables are now the
absolute value of the magnitude and the phase of the characteris-
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tic functions. The square of the mavnitude, ^^tl°^ ` . is then Inter-
preted as a probabilit y density and the 5tradient of the phase, when
multiplied by a constant with unit ,,  of action densit y , is inter-
preted as a probability diffusion velocity. In Sec. V we show
how ensemble averages (mohients) of products of wavenumber components
may be defined using the characteristic functions, and how the
moments determine the wavenumber distribution functions. The dis-
tribution functions, in turn, are used to calculate local ensemble
averages including the. nonlinear wave interaction terms. Examples
of averages of quantities of interest are given. Conclusions are
summarized in Sec. VT. Flnally , in the Appendix, we factor out
the linearized convective wave e q untion for the two orthogonal
eigensolution.g into two linearly independent first order equations
in the characteristic form.
L._'
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11. EU'ANSION IN TERMS OF NOILNAL MODES
OF THE LINEARIZED WAVE EOhATION
Consider an isentrenic flow of a barotropic fluid governed
by the equations
a^ 4- ^^ •C 1 + .e r1p	 p
+ -U. p 7 c'a 1 V •u U,
0
where p r pressure, 0 . u(p ) ' mass density, a Yp/o. Y - ratio
of specific heats.
It will be convenient to introduce a velocity pctential
such that the velocity vector u is given by u . Vfi, and a pressure
potential P defined by F	 „fdp/o(p) ° a 2 /(Y-1). Thus
t
+ u •rlu + VP - 0
A + us VP + (Y-1)PV • u a 0,
or,
avm 
+ 7(^ •7V(D + VP - 0
at
Wt + V(P •VP + (Y-1)PV400 - 0.
We introduce now the mean (ensemble average) and fluctuation,
values,	 + 0, P f + P'. The result is
[avT + v^•vv^ + VF] + [a + V$-mp + V$-VV4 + VP' l
+ [vm•vvo) - 0
[fL + V* • VP + (Y--1)fv • vsl + [at , + v3•VP'+ Vs-VP
+ (Y-1)(PV•V¢ + P'V • 0)l + [vo • vp '+ (Y-1)P'V •V6l - 0.
-5-
By definition, the nverares of the fluctuations vnnish. We may,
therefore, averar.e the above equations to obtain differential
equations for the mean motion:
30 + 172
,`•lfi + 111, + C"! 0%v1 O w Il	 (1)
at i'
at + VT-VP + (Y-1)P";•".'d + (':? •+ P') + ^`v-1)(P'V•Vy) . 0	 (2)
Subtracting Eqs. (1) and (2) we ubtain the differential equations
for the fluctuations:
ate' + U • VV'!l + 
11p, w	 ,,	 j,. j+
	
(""b 0 VVI) 1
I l + is 	 (3)
a[,+ 0 •VP'+ (Y-1)PV-"jj ° C-'i''^rP-(Y-1)p,V•UI+[(VM•VP')
- '? h•`'1''+(Y- 1} ((P'C • Vr) -P'V • VbI I
. 1 2 + B2	 (4)
where U a 7^ a mean velocity vector. In Eqs. (1) and (2) the
averages of the products of the fluctuations are in the nature of
Revnolds stresses. If the energv of the acoustic fluctuations is
small, one may neglect the quadratic terms in (1) and (2) to
facilitate computations, for then Eqs. (1) and (2) uncouple from
Eqs. (3) and (4), and the mean flow becomes independent of the
fluctuations. In Eqs. ( 3) and (4) we have separated by square
brackets terms linear in the fluctuations, I a , and terms quadratic
in the fluctuations, Ba. These terms will be referred to as the
wave interaction terms. We note here that Ia vanish if the mean
flow is uniform, and B  vanish if the mean flow is uniform and
the squares of the fluctuations are negligible, a . 1,2.
We digress now and consider only the linear parts of Eqs. (3)
and (4), that is, we set Ia a Ba . 0, U w constant,P . constant.
^	 iii	 u	 rr	 ^,
F„
In the linear case we muv t.at.v as the ba.yic solutlutt
11 M 4)eei(; • k-wt)	 11, - ^ L-i(ir,;-oat) ,
substitute in Pats. 01 atad (G), take a scalar product of 1q. (3)
With 0 and solve for the amplitude- 1^. and 1',:
tt 1 Oct, =Uk1^1F_1), 	 1171(1	 I'll,
Nontrivial fiolucicnAS of Eq. (5) exist if and onl y if the determinant
of the coefficient matrix vanishes. Se.ttins: the determinant equal
to zero plves t1te familiar disperacion relations for sound, either
iv the quadr-Alc or linear form-
(U,	 U • k) ` • (Y-I)Pk" © a k `	(6)
or,	 ,, - TI-P + ak - U • R + c`tak, c 1 . 1, c2 - -1.	 (7)
In the above, k - wavenumber vector, k - ITI. To the two distinct
routs there correspond two eipenvectors,
1 a-hP,lj	 {1,=1},
 P21	
{1, 11. rtoj t?P1	 =Saq?^ u a A P .
The amplitudes 2, and P, for the two modes (t - 1,2 are then Riven by
A_
bo	 ak I at '	 Pe	 1AaRn2.
Superposing the solutioas and assuming a continuous spectrum,
we may write
A (k)	 is_ (k)	 is (k)
-Ff a
	 Rate	 dl:, P' • -^iEJAa(k)Ra2e a dk	 (6)
ak
where I ... dk - (IZdk1dk2dk 3' E
m-2
E , sa ^ x •k -wat.
awl
_7-
Returning now to tx-e nonlinear equations for the fluctuations,
Eqs. (3) and (4), we may expand t'%, dependent variables using the
doubly infinite set of orthoponal vectors R.)cis as basic vectors
and use the express{nns (h) provided that the wave amplitudes Aa
are allowed to depend on space and time, AU
 - AU (x,t,k). Equations
(3) and (4), multiplied by various powers of %*Rac e-is and integra-
ted over k, would generate an infinite set of integro-differential
equations for amplitude correlations of various orders. Due to
the nonlinear terms Roil in (3) and (4), the infinite set would be
open, i.e., there would be alwave more unknown correlations appear-
ing in the interaction terms than the number of equations. In
order to avoid generating an open hierarchy of correlation equations
we assume that the amplitudes A vary slowly in space and have a
a
random phase. We will set
where wa is a complex random function. The assumption ( 7) amounts
to modifying the frequency wa by an addition of the random function
wa. With this modification of frequency, substitution of expressions
(6) into Eqs. (3) and (4) gives
EI k Aa ale`[i(x•^C - wat - wat)a dk - I l + Bl
- EI 6  aRa2exp[i(x•k - wat - m 0t)ldP - 12 + B2.
We now multiply the first of the above equations by
ak
,
,ASR81exp[-i(x •luaBt-mst)), and the second by ASR32exp[-i(x•x'
-w'ht-aft)), subtract, and integrate with respect to k'. Due to the
orthogonality of the eigenvectors R
ot ,
 we have
2Ia6 ;Ag ^ 2dk - aI(I 1+R1 ) •k,A,(k')RSlexp[-i(x • P -w''t-wst))dk'
I(I2+S2)A*(k')RS2 @xP[-i(x•^C' -wit-w'^[) )dk'	 (g)
r-
=H=
where A* - complex Conju gate of Ao„	 w(k'), W' - w(k'). if the
amplitudes Ad (kJ are known. even npproximately , as functions of k,
the indicated integrals may be evaluated sui+ject to appropriate
resonance conditions.
We remark here that the approximation (7) accomplishes three
things at the same time, 1 = , we sati9fv formally the fluid dynamical
equations for the fluctuations, Fns. (3)-(4), by considering them
to be defininss equation9 for 11l., 1. 1 , we can account for the nonlinear
wave interactions in the average at a niven point and instant of
time, and, 3= , we avoid the closure problem by not using Egs.(3)-(4)
as kinematical equations fox ^Ilf time evolution of time amplitudes
Aa and their correlations.
Since Ia and B  are, respectively, linear and bilinear in the
fluctuations 0 and p ', it is evident that w^ will have separate con-
tributions from Iq (two-wave interactions) and from Ba (three-wave
interactions). Due to the products of exponentials appearing under
the integral signs in Fq.(8) the wave interactions are interpreted
as two- and three-wave resonances. The resonance conditions, ana-
logous to equations of conservation of quasi-particle momentum and
energy, are of the form
F - k',	 Wa (k) + wa (k) - wd tk') + walk')
for pairs of interacting waves, ar.d
wu (k)+wa (k) ° w8(k')+wi,(k')+wY(k")+wY(k'')
for triads of interacting waves, (t.B,Y - 1,2.
A preliminary studv of wave interaction integrals in Eq. (8)
indicates that, in absence of randomness (wa - 0), only waves with
parallel wavenumber vectors may interact and that an addition of
even the smallest viscous terms would eliminate all interactions
among acoustic waves of finite wavelength. However, the randomness
of the medium 6w  f 0) makes the resonance an effective mechanises
1^ .:
for the redistribution of ttre sperttnl energies.
In order to solve en. 0) for 6 (-, more easily we will assume
the wavenumber dependence of i%0* 'rhe lowest order nontrivial poly-
nomial app roximntion to ^a (w) is a gaadratic expression,
,
:b (k) i rare; k2,	 (r'',	 i F ) F 1 ,	 (9)
<k
which expression has an advanta gee of being analogous to a Hamiltonian
quadratic in momenta, and th,- advantage of affordin g, an interpreta-
tion of wave resonmices as interactions among q uasi-particles (wave
packets).
Witt. the expression ( 9) for tlt,(k) we reduce the integral Eq.(8)
to an al, ebraic equation for the complex function (c, (
, - iFt,)'
r	 _	 _
( ad( Il+(,1)"rA*(k')^6',lfxp[-1(x•V Utirkt)^dk^
t(t`*H,,) nP*,cis'rt?t^`emC°1(^•w4wEt—^^t)ldk'1
-[2 rl,1 f^,(T)dµj 1
where f 6 (k) * JAp 1' . wavenumber distribution Function of the 6- mode.
6
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Let diu = dA_texn[i(x • 4=',"r^t	 t t)Idi'	 .G4 te	 lk
where a t	 x•k-w_t;r,_t is the phase. If Art is a function of k only,
	
a	 q 	 ^
then
g'	
is
at
• — t,f f!_r 1.1r_
.t )P. ,_ t CF)r	 d4
	
Ssdr	
'	 2	 it
Z.	 i fkA_te	 ,1F ,	 ^;,, t O - 9 k	
is
A to 	 dk.
u
Consequently, to the dlv per ,Iton relation
there (.­ .responds the differential euuattcIn
[I(3— +I9 •t') t ^ T, i f l' n jY U V ♦ A`^°` uua w hV
which has to be satisfied bi g t',e cbara,_teristic f'unctien I ,U for
both modes a - 1 and it . 2.
The objections to the use of the wave equation for R+u are the
need for two initial conditiOna t'cr the charaeterisitc function of
each mode and the difftculty of Separating the magnitude and phase
of the charcteristic function in an efnaation of second order. When
w - 0, the equation reduces to the wave equation. As shown in the
Appendix, if U and a are kept constant the wave equation may be
teplaced by a system of two equations of first order in a characte-
ristic form:
[at + CU + caan- ) -Vlrl u . 0, c l . 1, cZ . -1,
with the arbitrary unit vector n being the space component of the
characteriaitc normal. This result suggests the followin g heuris-
tic approach. We first factor out the dispersion relation into
I
t
1
1
=11-
two factors, e " ,a + !9 • k + crcik+'.r,^-i^ n)k` , and write k - n-•k where
n k/k a unit vector in the 44 reutton of k. Thus the differential
operator corres p ondinn to t, is -in ,". In anticipation of a genera-
lization of the results to o onuniforr,, flocay , we will first symmet-
rize the dispersion relati on. !:nhiect to verification by experiment,
we shall take
LO1 .+
W-'(P4,+ k •rn _ -t, ,1n^D + n • ka) - (T-(r, -1 )kJ - 0
to which there corren:-.:+nd the M fferentW equation for the rharac-
teristic function of the ^f-mode;
W
i a+ i(l7'r>'"i^ + `:'•IU^L_)1 + ^c f_ (atrY •r+^^ + x, • ';(,n: 1]
C	 2	 4G	 3	 G	 +1 	 Ft
I	 (	
C_
This may be rewritten in the form of a nonlinear, convective and
dissipative Schrodlnper equation,
au+
pia+ (ir + caan) . ^,a . ..rcr;i ,u) 
+ i?•(rrYr!Ga)
it, V-15 + caan).
	 (10)
We observe that f_;a plavm the role of a diffusion coefficient while
413 is an analog of the Planck constant is - h /2n. The units of Ca
are (f--quency ) x (1enhth) 7 F (energv ) y (time )/(mass), or 
za 
specific
action (action per unit ma ys). By analogy to fin, 
^a 
will determine
the local proportionaliiv (scale) factor of wave and mechanical
attributes in the wave -particle deality. Classical limit is ob-
tained for CU. and 
Fa 
approaching zero. This limit corresponds to
I  - B  a 0, the case of steady uniform mean flow with negligibly
small amplitudes of the fluctuations.
_I,-
IV. PNtl1lA.NUT1 TI'A't<, '+rld"l' 01VATONS
We shall put now the 1,chr6Mnfter-tvpe e quation (10) for the
complex characteristic function 
o+t auto Madelunr's hvdrodynamical
form, which form remains ucnliuear even when R and a are constant.
C
Let
	 rL ° P`
k
 e 
rr 
where 
	 - +: I * _ I'D ^^'•jA A*dk - ff (k)dk
a	 a	 I	 n	 !r tl	 a
probability density, and where ti j - v.dx, vwV ¢ u in general.
Note that the unity of V are (lens•.ur)_
1
 and that r, V X - velocity.
Thus V will be referred to oe the "probability velocity" with
i s being the seal: factor.
Substituting the polar form I, = P ''e iS into Eq. (ltd), divieing
by rya and separating the real and firovinary harts, one obtains
two nonlinear equations
2P
2ta+(iH-caan+2^aV).e+i'r ° 	 (`,rj is
r,,(lj+caan)+L"-(, V)+f a [ Z (-'PnPa) 2+Va1)P
a 	
(11)
3Sa+(U+c an)'':`S .	 '-f• (F V+ l r: *'CnP J + f V ."MPat	 n	 i	 as Z rt	 a	 as	 a
+ ^aC4(-'L'n11n)2 - t',)1.	 (12)
Equation (11) indicates that the probability density P a is
not conserved, is convected by the fl+rid and diffuses relative to
it with the speed of sound modified b y the effects of wave inter-
actions. The right-hand-side of (11) represents a sum of dissi-
pation and source terms. The two modes, a = 1,2, couple only
through the coefficients r a
 and Fn.
Since the phase S of the characteristic function has no
physical meaning, and since only its gradient a ppears in the
I
A
-13-
transport equation for Q we take the ttradient of Vq. (17) and
obtain
^x
a'
at"* 	tit 
an)."i 
F1	
r^ { , r.^r V (t + Z OA1 r -1 -"VrX )k:f ft 414	 n	 a(" nP )
2
-V_ l
+ r
el U	 i}	 ^
V • '.'YnP ;k W V [ •"(14c !f ant ° (t?+c(1 an) x (VxV )Ot
Vi-jf"x 0T+c'1an) I
	
(13)
We note that the hvdradvnamic trans port equations (11) and (13)
are nonlinear even in the case of a statiooary medium, U - U
and a - constant, and that P _u	 --tand V are strongly coupled. Due
to the nonlivearity of the hvdrodvnamical form -f Eq s. (11) and
(13) we feel confident to postulate that these equations hold
even in flows with arbitrar y noncoustant a and a (in inhomogeneous
media or nonuniform flows).
As a consequence of the formulation, the number of dependent
variables is eight, one scalar P x and one vector VI for each mode,
a - 1,1. However, the spatial distributions of Pa and V  will
provide essential information on the spectral distribution of
the fluctuations of the original two scalar unknowns.
R
p	 p	 I	 __
ii	 n	 II	 ^	 ^,^	 I,
-14-
V. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUCTUATIONS
If we define the averages of n function of k with respect
to the distribution function fa (k) as
F(k)! MF )f (k)dk / !f 6)A,
then, by repeated differentiation we may obtain averages of a
product of the components of k:
I^	 K
<k 1 ... k'N	 1	 1	 3^11a.	 1 	 Ala
n i	 nNa 21	 ;.	 mI	 mN 
-
=R ml
	MN
3x	 ..3x	 3x	 ..3x
nl •	 nC7	 nl ^	 nN
where K - ml+...mN - the order of the product, and where n 1 ... nN
indicates the order in which the space derivatives are taken.
The averages may be written entirely in terms of P a and V
3V
<k> .. Vi 	<k i k > 3X + _ [V ' 
Qn P+ V 1 2 1 f <k ki>.i
	
j	 i	 3x^	 3xI
If the distribution function f is also a function of x and
t, the above definition of averages may be considered to hold
locally with x and t as parameters. Since the characteristic
function determines the averages of products of k of all orders,
and the moments of the distribution determine the distribution,
the theory is closed. That is, if IP(x.,t.) and its derivatives
evaluated at x. and t. are given, we can determine f(x.,t.,k)
and evaluate the interaction integrals in Eq. (8). With 4a and
Ea known, one may use Egs. (11) and (13) to advance the solution
to the time t.+dt.
A finite number of moments may be used to determine a finite 	
I
number of terms of an expansion of the distribution function f(K).
For that purpose the most convenient is the Gram-Charlier expan-
sion using Grad polynomials (multidimensional Hermite polynomials).
i
_15-
Such polynomials	 re introduced by H. Grad (1949a) and used in
connection with multidimensional Gram-Charlier expansion to de-
velop his 13-moment approximation to the kinetic theory of rases
(Grad, 1949b). The convenience of the Cram-Charlier expansion
lies in the fact that the coefficient& of the series are the
averages of the Hermite polynomials which may he written in terms
of symmetrized averap,es of the products of k. Thus a truncated
Gram-Charlier a-ransion will produce a distribution function
having a finite number of prescribed moments. We may write
f (} ) • g,.ffr [1+{H100+t010444001)
+{H2004-ff020-W(102+H110^.q101+41011)
+(H 300+H030'003'"_ 10'201'H120^10244 )21 0121111)
+ .... 1,
wherea 3/2 -o(k24k.2+k 3)g ^ {tt)	 e
tt ij kHij k
Hijk 11jIM(2014-j+k'
a Z[<kl> + <k2> + <k3>j
-1,
i+j+k 1 2i+j+kQH {k)	 {-1)
	 , Hermite polynomial ofijk
	 9 2k1ak22k3 order i+j+k,
Hijk e <Hijk> - average of Hermite polynomial (symmetrized),
for exempla, H2O0
	
(2a)2Ik1
	 2a
i
' H2O0	 (20)2[<kl>	 2crj'
H110 ® (2a)2k1k2' H110 . (2a) 2 I<k1k2> + <k2k1>]/2.
is
Treating the Fourier components^
a
 (Aa/ak)Rale and
isa
Pa ® AaRa2e as the quantities to be averaged, and writing for
RV	 h	 .+	 w
-lh-
the induced velocity u(A ° t+ya ° 16 t I we have
<05 ° <u^ ° <P'> ° 0,
EA-2A A*f(k)dk
<02> <typ*> 1
	 u a a
a 	 Elfa(k)dk
<u' 2>	 <u'.u'*>	
1 EI;- •k A 1ARf t (k)dk ° 1 Elfa(k)dk
a2	Elfa(k)dk	 a2 Elfa(k)dk
EA ,A,* (k)dk EIf2(k)dk
<P' 2> °	 n 
r; a
<P'P ,*> °	
n	
a <u >.2`2
	
Elfa (k)dk	 I-Ifa(k)dk
If the pressure perturbations are small compared to the mean
pressure, 1p'1 «p, we may use the Binomial Theorem to obtain
P1
TQ^ P'/P, so that with P s i we have p' - pP'. Then
()
<p 12> ° <p'p t ♦`> ° p 
2 
<p' 2>	 (5a)2<ll'2?.
For Gaussian distribution, f(k) ° (n) 1/2e'ak2If(k)dk, we
have	 P2 + P2
<P`2>° ('R) 3/2 1	 2 °	 <p,2> a a2<u'2>,
p+P1	 2p
Quantities analogous to a square of the wave amplitude are
A	 is	 A*	 -is'1;12
	 Flak Rale
 Cl.
	
x FfIIk,R81e Ndk,
E.f IA2 l 2
 
di ° 12 [<; 2 P1 + <k ^P21,
a k
	
a
2	 ,-,*	 , 2	 1  	 2
IP ^	 P P	 P1 + P2 , ^ a 
^ ° 2(P1 + P2). 1P
, 1
2  P (P1+P2).
a
A word is in order on the subject of units. The basic
is	 is
solutions 4)
a
 ° (Aa/ak)Rale a and Pw - AaRa2c a have units of
n AI
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L2T 1 and L2T -2 ,  respectively, the same as the original variables,
the velocity potential 'P and the uressure potential P. Thus the
units of the amplitude Al are L2  `. .superposition of the basic
solutions, their integrals over the wavenumber space, E q s. (6),
results in ^ and P' hecomins, respectively, the velocity potential
density and pressure potential density, with units of L-1 T 1 and
L
-1 
T- 
2.  Since f - JAI ` , the units of the wavenumber distribution
functiop f(k) are L4T-4 , and those of the probability density Pa
are LT
-4
, however, the expectation values of any quantity will
have units the same as those of the aitantit y , thus the units of
<u' Z> are those of velocity square, and those of <p' 2> are pressure
square. We may add that the velocity potential 1^ and the basic
is
solution ^a . (A T /ak)t1-
-tl
e	 have units of action density an do
the coefficients r a and t.
The root-mean-square amp litudes, due to a double integration
over the wavenumber space under the square root elpti, should be
interpreted as densities of wave pro perties, e.r., 3p pr* . wave
pressure density (units of pressure/volume), ru ru r* . induced
velocity density, etc.
a
i
t.	 .1
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V1.	 0 1!11 LCfi pllk'
We have found that there exist situations in the acoustics
of nonuniform media where classical treatment hecumes Inadequate.
To treat such situations Ouantum-like statistical methods were
used to derive transport equations for the probability densities
which determine wavenumber distribution functions. The distri-
bution Idnctions permit one to evaluate ensemble averages as well
as spectral distributions of physical quantities of irterest.
The present theory, it may he argued (see, e.f., pp. 52-55
of Xentzer, 1975b), parallels that of quantum mechanics and
ooeys the UNCEPTAINTY PPTNCTPLE (existence of indeterminar_y of
phase or non-conservation of the number of waves), COMPLE14ENTARTTY
PRINCIPLE (existence of pairs of conjugate variables, such as x
and k, to and t, each of which may be better defined only at the
expense of a corresponding loss in the degree of definition of
the other), and the CORRESPONDENCE. PRINCIPLE (results of the
theory reduce to the classical acoustics of homogeneous media).
The nonlinear effects manifest themselves in the present
theory in two ways. First, the hydrodynamic form of the transport
equations contains nonlinear source terms and the nonuniformity
of the medium results in the coefficients of the transport equa-
tions being functions of the dependent variables. Second, the
bilinear terms introduce nonlinearity at the microscopic level
through the wave interaction integrals. Thus each wave of finite
amplitude affects amplitudes of all other waves.
The fact that there exist two orthogonal (independent) wave
solutions corresponding to a given wavenumber vector requires that
a general solution or its integral representation be a sum of two
independent solutions (two modes of propagation), and that two
,I
i
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different sets of boundary conditions may be used for each mode.
Thus it is possible to impose a radiation condition at infinity,
and the coexistence of the two modes at a Riven point may he
viewed as a radiation condition at the microsco p ic level.
I
f
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k1'pVMlI
Pauli's T+ecomlrosition of the convective Vave i°guation
Contiidex' the potential equation,
2
at.
This 13 ennivaleit to
C(a^{ u .^ai(St^ + u a .';t ^ ^g oKl).(a g t )1 . m ^^'—t)z— 0. 17 .) It . 0	 (A.1)0
where the suhecript ( ), denotes that u. is treated as a constant
when operated upon by iI°O t - "t + u. • '?, and a. is kept constant when
0
operated by n,	 rnuation (A.1) is the wave equation in the Fuler's
forro for a fluid particle with an instantaneous velocit y u.
In order to factor out the second order wave operator of
F'q. (A.1) into two linear operators, we write
(E	 ii )^ m n	 (A.2)
and require that
01(b - 0	 (A. 3)
where E, H, and O1 are linear differential operators. Then we
need an operator d2 such that
6,61 . 02. 92 ) . q.
The operators 01 and 02 must be real and must commute.	 If we choose
01	 + and 02 . E - H,
than 2 and 9 must also commute.
Following Pauli (see any book on the quantum theory), we repre-
sent f and H by matrices and ¢ by a vector. Taking
D, a 	.. a 	
E a4Dot I! a. [alTx + a2fiy + a3Tz
\	 I	 d	 NpY^
where al ,. -04 are square matrices to be determined. We note that
the operators E and H commute if u. and a, are treated no constants
and if a4 commutes with u"l , uZ and fi 3 . Squaring A and requiring
that 1#2 ° a:`" 1 , we have the following conditions
_^
ai ° a2 ° u3 ° I (a unit matrix),
alal	 r: ,nil , ala i ° -a 3al l a 2 a 3 ° -a P2
Thus all a2 , and 
^3 anticomnute. Choosing a4 - L, we assure that
a4 commutes with nl , i2 , and n3 , while the latter may be taken to
be the Pauli spin matrices, e.g.,
al ° 1 1' ( '
	
d2 -11 0 0 I^ +
	
al ° II 0 `1 III
Thus the solution of Eq. (A.3) should be represented by a two-component
column vector,
4 ° ^02II
The system (A.3) is thus equivalent to
(D.t + a '? z )d 1 * a° (;x ` i ay102 ° 0
(A. 4)
(D  - a,^,z )^ + a. (ax + 1 ay)^l ° 0.
As may be readily verified, as long as u. and a. are kept constant,
(Pi or 02 may be eliminated by cross differentiation so that both
components of ^ satisfy the convective wave equation (A.1). With
u, and a. kept constant, Eqs. (A.4) are linear and we may consider
® to be a sum of two independent eigensolutions,
^l + ;2 ~ 01 I1 1 1 + (b2 II 111	 ;1•+2 	 0,
and the system (A.4) decouples to yield
-l.?-
D ° m l 	)fil	 D.fb2	 ail
--_ + a.
	 ^• 0, and	 - a.	 - 0.	 (A. 5)
D.t	 az	 ry.t	 )z
By permutations of the matrices 81 ,
 42 , 
a1 we may single out
any one of the three space coordinates x, v, z. Thus a matrix
permutation is •.quivalent to a rotation of the coordinate axes by
90'. Since U1 /az - n •V if n is a unit vector pointing in the
direction of the preferred coordinate (z-axis in this case), then
an arbitrary rotation of coordinate axes generalizes (A.5) to
D--^1 + a°n•v^l
	 ( at + (Us+aynl
• vl^l . 0
D,t
(A. 6)
—	 -	 - - -
- a
°n•V^'2 ^ tit + (9•_a`n)•v]^2	 0
D,t
where n is arbitrary . The expressions dt; - at + (u.+a,n) • v in
Eqn. (A.6) are the total derivatives along, the characteristic
rays with n serving as a parameter. Thus d /dt is an Eulerian
derivative written for a nsuedo -particle (a wave packet) moving
with a characteristic velocity (group velocity) u±an.
Keeping n fixed implies that the solution vector coincides
with a differ-nt pair of eigensolutions at each point in time and
space. If we single out one such a pair initially and would like
to follow their development in time, we would have to determine
how the unit vector changes in time. Thane two choices corres-
pond to the Heisenberg ' s and Schrodinger ' s pictures of quantum
mechanics. if necessary, three equations for the components of
the unit vector n(x,t) may be obtained as follows:
n •n 1	 d(n•n)	 0
'	 dt	 '
and (ac +(u^a"nl•v][at +(u+an)•vlya
 - 
[(D ) 2-(a.v) 2 1 ga - 0.
vhere a - 1,2. The unit vector n may be thus determined as a
function of the solution of the wave equation.
In order to derive the nonlinear convective wave equation,
Eq. (A.1), all we need to postulate is that the dispersion relation
for an arbitrary acoustic wave with a wavenumber vector k - kn at
a point (x,t), where the local velocity and speed of sound are
u(x,t) and a (x,t), is w - n in the inertial Frame of reference
which, at each point x - x, and time t - t, moves with different
constant velocity u. + a.n equal to the local group velocity of
the wave. Requiring that this postulate hold for an arbitrary
wave (arbitrary n) anywhere (arbitrary x.) and at all times (arbi-
trary t,), the dispersion relations, either w - u.-KC + a.;-RC - 0
or (w - u.4) 2 - a,k2 - 0, must be viewed as a result of tranb-
forming w - n from an inertial frame instantaneously coinciding
with the w ; ve packet and moving with the group velocity of the
packet to an inertial frame common to all wave packets in all
space-time. Thus u. (x,t) and a.(x,t) should be treated as para-
metric constants when the dispersion relation is replaced by a
differential operator, and should be allowed to become functions
of x and t after the differential expression is expanded. Thus,
e.g., to the relation (w-u. • k) 2 - a 02k2 - 0 there corresponds
Ci(2t + u. •h)) 22 + a!V20 - 0.
Expandin .v„ we have
2
-( + (L + o. • r )4 + a;n21k - - DD.Cb2 + a:02A
D. t
2
- - (2 t2 + 2_
	
+ u.'tu.•0)V0) + a;O Z ^- 0.
Dropping the subscript ( ), we obtain the nonlinear potential
equation which, wh a written in terms of the operator D./D.t
takes the simple form of Eq. (A.1).
i
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